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Your local Vitra dealer:

COMBI SPREADER
VITRA C-SERIES  I  FWS200 / FWS350

This spreader ensures optimal flexibility, since the system 
combines the best qualities from both the drop- and disc 
spreader. This way effective spreading is possible on both  
small paths and sidewalks as well as bigger areas such as 
parking lots and community lots.

The switch between roller- and disc spreader happens through 
one push of a button, on the enclosed control panel from which 
the spreading width of the plate spreader too can be adjusted 
from 1 to 6 metres, directly from the cabin. If the spreader is 
combined with Vitras truck bed, up to 500 litres of spreading 
material can be carried, which can easilybe loaded into the 
spreader throughout the work day, which ensures a good  
working environment and high effectivity.

The spreader is equipped with a stainless stirring system,
which ensures even distribution of the spreading material.

All parts of the spreader are made from either stainless steel  
or lacquered with varnish in corrosion-class C5.

Switch between roller- and disc spreader and spreading width
adjustment is done easily and comfortably from the cabin.

MODEL FWS200   (C2-SERIE)

Volume: 120 l.

Total width: 1130 mm.

Working width - Drop: 1030 mm.

Working width - Disc: 1000 - 6000 mm.

Dosage amount - Drop: 40 - 200 g/m2

Dosage amount - Disc: 5 - 40 g/m2

Weight: 169 Kg.

Drop spreader
Spreading width up to 125  cm.

Disc spreader
Adjustable spreading of up to 6 metres

Quick Mounting
Mounted with Vitra Quick-shift

For additional data, please see the price list.

MODEL FWS350   (C3-SERIE)

Volume: 150 l.

Total width: 1492 mm.

Working width - Drop: 1250 mm.

Working width - Disc: 1000 - 6000 mm.

Dosage amount - Drop: 40 - 200 g/m2

Dosage amount - Disc: 5 - 40 g/m2

Weight: 255 Kg.


